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After catching its start in the United States, the so-called “sharing economy” has spread
like wildfire in the People’s Republic of China, aided by China’s urbanization drive and rapid
adoption of mobile payments. The market expanded from such initial offerings as cars, rooms,
and bikes rented by scanning QR codes with smartphones, to include niche items like umbrellas,
basketballs, concrete mixers, portable battery chargers, car license plates, suitcases, and homecooked meals. Agriculture, education, medical care, and elder care have become the latest
growth sectors for China’s sharing economy.2
In an era of increasing assertion by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) of leadership
over the state, the economy and society, it is noteworthy that the CCP officially supported the
sharing economy as early as October 20153 in approving China’s 13th Five-Year Plan for
Economic and Social Development (2016-2020). That plan was formally adopted by the
National People’s Congress (NPC) in March 2016 and calls for actively promoting the sharing
economy in connection with advancing China’s “Internet-Plus” development goals.4 CCP
General Secretary Xi Jinping similarly called out the sharing economy as an important driver of
growth in his report to the 19th National CCP Congress in October 2017.5
Against this policy background, China’s central government, the State Council, has
embraced the rapidly developing sharing economy and even made it a national strategy.6 In mid2017, it approved nationwide guidance on developing the sharing economy (the “Opinions”)7
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that promotes Internet-enabled, platform-based business models that connect consumers with
what the Opinions call “resource providers” and endorses a “tolerant yet prudent” and
“collaborative” approach to regulation. Issued jointly by China’s super-regulator, the National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), together with the Cyberspace Administration of
China and six other regulators, the 16-point Opinions encourage relaxing market access and
accommodating innovation in this rapidly evolving sector, while strengthening supervision
against monopolies, minimizing risks and protecting consumers.
China’s dynamic sharing economy
As a reflection of the sharing economy’s success in China, the Chinese character for
“share”, 享 (pronounced xiǎng), was voted “Character of the Year” for 2017 among several
nominees, based on the explanation that the “popularity of on-demand bikes and the boom of the
sharing economy” had brought “visible benefits to people and explained the meaning of common
prosperity.”8
In 2017, the value of transactions in the Chinese sharing economy approached $780
billion, up 47 percent from 2016’s $500 billion, which was in turn an increase of 103 percent
over 2015’s numbers. According to a report (the “2017 Sharing Economy Report”) by the State
Information Center’s Sharing Economy Research Center (the Center)9 and the Committee on the
Sharing Economy in China,10 financing volume rose 25.7 percent year on year, and roughly 700
million Chinese, or half of the country’s population, used sharing services last year, compared
with 26 percent of US adults.11 Almost 72 million individuals, up by 13 million, provided
services for platform companies in 2017, accounting for 9.7 percent of new urban employment
last year. A year earlier, in 2016, the NDRC reported about 50 million people, or 5.5 percent of
China's labor force, had worked in the sharing economy.12
The Center now predicts this market will continue to grow by 30 percent annually over
the next five years,13 down from 2017’s prediction it would grow at 40 percent per year and
account for 10 percent of China’s GDP by 2020 and fully 20 percent by 2025.14
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As of March 2018, one in two of China’s technology unicorns – private companies
valued at more than US$1 billion – are sharing economy businesses.15 The biggest of 31 sharing
unicorns, Didi Chuxing, is (or was as of April 2018) the second largest unicorn in the world,16
after its rival Uber, which Didi defeated in a battle over the Chinese ride-hailing market.17 As of
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Indeed, Mobike was hailed as one of the 50 enterprises that changed the world in 2017 by
Fortune magazine.23 Both companies are also now offering their dockless bikes in Washington,
D.C.24 China’s home-share companies offer rooms to Chinese travelers in foreign markets.25
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Angeles, San Francisco and London, servicing over 3,000 enterprises and 40,000 individual
members.26 Singapore approved Lufax to set up shop in July 2017.27 And Didi, which has
partnered overseas with other ride-sharing companies, including Lyft in the US, Ola in India and
Taxify in Europe,28completed its first cross-border acquisition -- a controlling stake in 99, a
major ride-hailing company in Brazil – in January 2018.29 Co-working startup Naked Hub,
headquartered in Shanghai, has opened sites in Hong Kong, Vietnam, Australia and England.30
All of these platform companies have rattled traditional businesses throughout urban
China, just as they have elsewhere across the globe. Taxi drivers have protested, traffic
authorities have cited ride-hail drivers (and complained about increased congestion and
pollution), and police have fined home-share providers for operating without licenses. China’s
central government, following its standard experimental approach to legislation,31 initially
looked on as line ministries and local governments mobilized to rein in this “disruptive” new
sector. In contrast to the initial alarm that often accompanied the challenge to traditional
transportation, lodging, and other businesses around the world, the Chinese government at all
levels has generally welcomed the sharing economy, choosing to legitimize relevant businesses
through policy pronouncements and regulation, rather than outlaw them altogether.
In approving the Opinions in June 2017, Premier Li Keqiang praised the sharing
economy as a “reinvigorating force” for economic growth that was absorbing excess capacity
and creating new jobs. He urged all levels of government to be inventive in “striking a balance
between ‘enabling’ regulation and risk preparedness,” and to ensure a “level playing field for all
to compete and excel.”32 In his March 2018 government work report to the NPC, Premier Li
claimed that China leads the world in the sharing economy, as well as hi-speed rail, e-commerce
and mobile payments, and promised to boost the platform and sharing economies and create an
innovation and entrepreneurship landscape featuring online-offline combinations and
collaborations.33
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Central government sets the framework
The Opinions foresee that the sharing economy will improve the efficient use of social
resources, facilitate the people's livelihood, and advance new economic development
momentum. Accordingly, they seek to foster an environment for continued innovation and
entrepreneurship under a sharing economy development model in which “everyone participates
and everyone benefits.” They promise that sharing economy participants will enjoy easier market
access, greater policy transparency, and better protection of legitimate rights for platform
companies, resource providers, and consumers alike. At the same time, the Opinions also
identify risks that need to be addressed and suggest experimenting with new regulatory
approaches.
The Opinions adopt the popularized “sharing economy” terminology,34 while recognizing
that innovation is creating many new peer-to-peer and business-to-consumer formats that suggest
other names that are being used, such as the “platform economy” or “collaborative
consumption.” Accordingly, the Opinions define “sharing economy” broadly to mean a new type
of economic model that uses information technology to optimize the efficient allocation of
dispersed resources through Internet platforms. Subsectors of the sharing economy are to be
managed differently under sectoral and local government rules, as well as through industry selfregulation. Market and geographic entry barriers are to be abolished or relaxed. However, strict
entry conditions, including licensing, will still be utilized in sectors where the safety of life and
property, social stability, cultural security, and financial risk are involved.
The Opinions direct that central and local authorities prioritize several issue areas. These
include taxation, liability, and insurance, as well as ensuring fair competition among platform
companies and with traditional businesses. Developing trust mechanisms to encourage strangers
to do business over the platform is another focus. Companies are encouraged to connect and
share data with government-run credit information platforms and work with credit reporting
agencies to develop and manage information about resource providers and consumers, becoming
an integral part of China’s data-driven, evolving social credit system.35 Protecting consumer and
personal information rights is another priority, as is safeguarding workers’ rights and interests
and providing employment social insurance.
Collaborative governance and other new regulatory models promoted
Refrain from using old methods to regulate new business models, exhort the Opinions.
One regulatory model they endorse is “collaborative governance” (xietong zhili). This concept,
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which appears in other recent government documents,36 advocates that government, rather than
following its customary command-and-control mode, is to collaborate with industry associations,
platform companies, resource providers, and consumers to address issues that arise from the
sharing economy. Along these lines, the Opinions require soliciting public opinion, consultation,
and evaluation whenever government agencies propose new market access and regulatory
measures that impact the sharing economy. The Opinions themselves went through two rounds
of public notice and comment. While some degree of public participation in rulemaking37 and
policy decisions is already required under Chinese laws and regulations, improved consultation
between the government and stakeholders may help produce more effective solutions. Moreover,
the Opinions encourage the government to contract for services from sharing economy
companies, making government itself an active consumer of and participant in this new business
model.
The Opinions also advocate regulation through industry self-governance. Business
associations and other social organizations are encouraged to set service standards and selfdisciplinary codes for their sectors, as well as accept public oversight of their behavior. Platform
companies are to strengthen internal governance, shoulder social responsibility, and establish
consumer complaint and dispute resolution mechanisms. Business associations are also
encouraged to set up third-party platforms to receive consumer complaints and assist with rights
protection, including specifically the protection of personal information and intellectual property.
In what may be a related move, a recent policy co-issued by the All-China Federation of Industry
and Commerce and the Ministry of Justice promotes the development of people’s mediation
capacity in chambers of commerce to facilitate the resolution of civil disputes involving the 25
million private firms and more than 60 million self-employed people across China.38
The Opinions also designate the "Internet-Plus" Action Inter-Ministerial Joint
Conference39 to strengthen the overall coordination and policy interpretation of the sharing
economy development. In December 2015, the Internet Society of China40 and the founders of
36
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various traditional and sharing economy companies launched the Committee on the Sharing
Economy in China (CSEC), a quasi-official business association.41 Its membership includes not
only Chinese pioneers like ride-hailing app Didi, Internet giant Tencent, and tech manufacturer
Lenovo, but also U.S.-based Airbnb and LinkedIn China.42 CSEC co-authored three sharing
economy reports covering developments in 2015-2017, including the one mentioned at the
beginning of this paper, and held a conference in San Francisco in June 2016 to tap expertise
from U.S. academics and companies.43 While this organization does not appear to be very active
(at least based on its reported activities), it could serve as a model for the kind of collaborative
governance envisioned by the Opinions.
The Opinions also announced plans to establish a Sharing Economy Experts Advisory
Committee “when conditions are ripe.” In the meantime, media reports indicate that Chinese
sharing economy companies are meeting frequently with regulators at different levels of
government to discuss industry regulations and business issues.
Rolling out sectoral policies and regulations
The Opinions leave regulatory details to be determined sector by sector at both the central
and local government levels. The State Council issued the nation’s first sectoral policy on the
sharing economy in July 2016. As part of taxi industry reform, it called for ride-hailing services
like Uber and Didi to be brought under the same legal framework as the traditional taxi
industry.44 Also in July 2016, China’s Ministry of Transportation (MOT) joined with other
regulators to issue the first national trial measures to regulate online taxi-booking services (the
“Online Taxi Measures”).45 The Online Taxi Measures essentially treat private cars registered
with platform companies as taxis. They establish a national licensing requirement for the
vehicles, drivers, and platform operators; require operators to sign contracts with drivers
stipulating the rights and obligations of both parties; and set minimum conditions for oversight,
safety, pricing, taxation, insurance, data, and personal information security. Conforming
revisions were made to two additional MOT rules, including to add “cruise” before “taxi” in the
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Provisions on Administering Taxi Operating Services,46 and to cover cruising and onlinebooking taxi drivers under the Provisions on Administering Qualifications of Taxi Drivers.47
However, the Online Taxi Measures leave registration details, operational standards, and
oversight duties to local government regulators. Several local governments have issued their own
regulations that, in some cases, are stricter than those imposed on traditional taxis.48 For instance,
Shanghai and Beijing have adopted regulations requiring drivers to possess a local hukou
(household registration) and a local license plate, in order to control for congestion, pollution,
and migration. Didi, which commanded more than 80 percent of China’s private car-hailing
market at the end of 2016, said that these restrictions decimated its workforce of some 15 million
drivers, and spurred it to introduce other business models to make up for lost revenue.49
In August 2017, the MOT and the Ministry of Housing and Urban and Rural
Development jointly issued policy guidance that included car-sharing as part of the traditional
car rental industry (the “Car Rental Opinions”).50 China’s relatively new car-sharing industry
already boasts an estimated 30-40,000 cars, more than 95 percent of which are new energy
vehicles, a classification subsidized by the Chinese government that includes electric cars, plugin hybrids and fuel-cell cars.5152 As of August 2017, 37 rental car-sharing companies in China
operated about 6,000 electric vehicles in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou, and another 6,000
car rental companies had begun offering their own car-sharing services.53 The Car Rental
Opinions seek to strengthen public safety requirements for all car rentals, including collection
and reporting of identification and license information for customers and business operators.
They also advocate that customers’ credit information be used in lieu of rental deposits. In
practice, customers of Ant Financial’s Sesame Credit, part of the Alibaba Group, with a score of
600 or higher can enjoy deposit-free car rental services.54
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In August 2017, MOT also issued national guidance on the bike-sharing sector (the “Bike
Opinions”),55 in which cyclists use mobile apps to rent bikes. This business model has exploded
since its launch in 2016 and now included at its height as many as 120 companies with millions
of brightly colored bikes competing for business across the country, as well as overseas.56 Like
the Taxi Measures, the Bike Opinions also give primary regulatory authority to municipal
governments, while providing detailed admonitions on a long list of matters similar to those
covered for the online taxi and car-sharing industries, as well as other issues more specific to
biking. China’s “dockless” model allows riders to leave rented bikes—equipped with GPS and
electronic locks—anywhere. Although this innovation gives riders greater flexibility, it also
gives rise to theft, vandalism, and bike-clogged roads and sidewalks. 57
The Opinions encourage “civilized” bike use in response to unruly cyclist behavior,
require local governments to ensure that bicycles are distributed rationally across cities, and
encourage companies to set up electronic fences to manage where bikes are parked. They also
advocate a participatory governance system whereby companies, industry associations and
alliances, and members of the public collaborate to improve bike-sharing services. In view of this
guidance, several municipalities have moved in recent months to limit the number of shared
bikes and impose parking restrictions.58 Bike-share companies are also taking their own
measures. Mobike introduced a policy that links riders’ platform-generated credit scores, which
take into account their parking behavior, with pricing: riders with a credit score below average
will be charged two to three times the regular price.59 Ofo similarly takes 10 points off its riders’
credit scores if they leave a bike in a parking-restricted area.60
Home-sharing is also taking off in China. According to the 2017 Sharing Economy
Report, the Chinese home-sharing market grew by 70.6 percent in 2017 last year, and Xiaozhu
CEO Chen Chi observed at April’s Boao Forum that, “After more than five years of
development, house sharing has taken deep root in China, while it is also penetrating rapidly to
lower tier cities and the countryside.”61 China’s largest home-sharing company Tujia reports it
provides services for 130,000 landlords and operators, of which 80,000 operate more than one
shared home.62 Due to a variety of factors, China has millions of vacant homes across the
55
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country, and is only now beginning to focus on its implications for affordable housing, among
other concerns.
However, the sector is just starting to be regulated. China’s 2013 Tourism Law endorsed
the short-term rental of homes for tourism purposes. The practice has been reaffirmed in a series
of central policy documents since then. Beijing appears to be the first locality to regulate this
sector. The city’s Tourism Regulations, adopted in May 2017, treat homeowners who rent to
tourists as tourism operators and subject them to business licensing, liability insurance, and
various requirements related to public security, environmental protection, sanitation, fire safety,
and food safety.63 Moreover, China’s police require that homeowners-turned-tourism operators
submit copies of identification cards from their renters. The Ministry of Public Security
reportedly is drafting regulations on public safety standards for short-term rental housing.64
Regulations are also taking shape in other areas of the sharing economy. In August 2016,
China’s banking regulator and the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology moved to
rein in the scandal-ridden but booming online peer-to-peer (P2P) lending market, seeking to
restrict P2P platforms to serving solely as information intermediators between lenders and
borrowers.65 This has been followed up by additional anti-risk policies and oversight of P2P
lending.66
In November 2017, the China Food and Drug Administration issued regulations on online
catering services that essentially closed down the popular home-cooked meal-sharing business
by requiring only licensed restaurants with physical sites to offer meals online.67
Data-sharing issues
Platform companies collect a massive amount of data.68 As elsewhere, statistics on usage
and consumption patterns can help Chinese platform companies develop and market products
and services, as well as allocate resources like bikes and cars in response to changing demand
and integrate their operations with urban transport systems, providing “first-and-last-kilometer”
63
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connecting service. The Chinese government can also analyze large datasets to understand traffic
patterns and address congestion and safety issues, make decisions on urban planning, and
formulate more effective policy.
The Sharing Economy Opinions encourage government data-sharing and making more
data resources available publicly, as well as using Big Data and statistical surveys to improve the
sharing economy and its contribution to overall economic development. However, the Opinions
do not specifically address the question of government requirements for data-sharing by platform
companies, except in the context of credit-related information. On the other hand, some of the
sector-specific regulations issued to date do require platform companies to share data.
For instance, the 2016 Online Taxi Measures69 oblige platform companies to maintain
their servers in China, connect their platforms and databases to the local taxi department, and
make them available for retrieval and search by the supervisory authorities, including the Cyber
Administration of China. Data collected in China is to be stored for at least two years and used in
China. Platform companies must record information about vehicles, drivers, passengers, order
logs, internet access logs, online transaction logs, and travel tracking logs and share with the taxi
administration basic information about vehicles and drivers, service quality, and passenger
evaluations.
The Bike Opinions similarly require operating companies to report and share information
with local departments on the number of bicycles released by district, to keep their servers in
China, and to save and use data they generate within China. They further stipulate that
companies should not collect information on users beyond what is needed to provide bikesharing services. This provision seems to reflect the experience of Mobike’s Xia Yiping, who
reported that the government is not looking for personal information, but instead for information
that will be useful in urban planning, such as riders’ route information.70 The Car Rental
Opinions do not contain this kind of specific language, but they do require operators to follow
relevant cybersecurity and information protection laws.
While no comprehensive rules yet exist for the home-sharing sector, Airbnb reported that
it started in 2016 to store data regarding its China operations on local servers, not due to
concerns over sharing economy regulations but rather to comply with anticipated requirements
under China’s Cyber Security Law, which took effect June 1, 2017 and private user data to be
stored locally.71 It established a China subsidiary to comply with those requirements.72
Moreover, Airbnb further announced March 2018 that it would start sharing user data with
Chinese government agencies, to comply with requirements that all hotels must report guest
69
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information to the police, and that travelers staying in private homes are supposed to register that
information within 24 hours of arriving in China.73
Chinese platform companies are not necessarily eager to share their data, which is
proprietary and might end up in the hands of competitors. According to Xia Yiping, co-founder
of the bike-sharing firm Mobike, his company receives many government requests for data, but
he is concerned about differing data security standards among government departments, which
could lead to leakage of data.74 Nonetheless, sharing economy companies may not have much
choice. For example, the transportation department in scenic Hangzhou in Zhenjiang province
established a collective platform in 2017 to monitor the city’s 883,000 shared bikes owned by
seven bike-sharing companies, including Mobike and Ofo. Through this platform, data will be
made available to transport, urban management and traffic police departments.75 In January
2018, Ofo announced plans to share its big data platform with city administration authorities in
200 Chinese cities, to help manage traffic issues arising from the growth of shared bikes, and
provide reliable data for planning city transport systems.76
How the Chinese government chooses to deal with data acquired by platform companies
to support smart government regulation, while minimizing the risks of leaking private and
corporate business confidential information, will be important to the future of the sharing
economy. Platform companies and their investors have tolerated poor returns due to their
interest in the valuable data they collect. If that data is commandeered and not protected by
government agencies, or if the government subjects companies to onerous real-time reporting
requirements, the financial attractiveness of this model could decline.
Can foreign companies participate?
The Opinions encourage Chinese sharing economy companies to “go abroad,” seeking
business overseas and building international brands. Although they favor fostering foreign
cooperation, the Opinions and most other policy documents and regulations issued to date do not
specifically mention the reciprocal issue of foreign investment in China’s sharing economy.
However, various national and local regulations to date suggest that foreign companies will be
welcome to participate, so long as they observe China’s foreign investment requirements and its
tightening cybersecurity rules.
Only the 2016 Taxi Measures expressly contemplate foreign involvement. They state that
any foreign investors must comply with the requirements of relevant Chinese foreign investment
laws and data regulations, as well as with the Online Taxi Measures. Uber, the U.S. ride-sharing
pioneer, was squeezed out of the market in mid-2016 by its pre-established, dominant competitor
Didi Chuxing, reportedly in part due to concerns over the impending national Online Taxi
73
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Measures that, among other things, would have prohibited the ongoing price war between the
two firms.77
Foreign companies in other sectors seem to be having more success, particularly when
they have been first or early into a market niche. This has been the case with the car-sharing
market, for instance. Car2go entered Chongqing in April 2016, and reported more than 118,000
registered members there, which was a top 10 Car2go city as of February 2017.78 General
Motors launched a pilot car-sharing project with Shanghai Jiaotong University in Shanghai, as
well as invested in a Chinese car-sharing company named Yi Wei Xing (Beijing) Technology
Co. Ltd.79
U.S. co-working space giant WeWork arrived China in 2016. After having established
16 co-working sites in China80 and, in July 2017, a Chinese subsidiary, WeWork China,81 it is
reported to be acquiring domestic competitor Naked Hub, which was founded by expats in
Shanghai.82 Its business model, while utilizing the Internet, seems more akin to a traditional
business that rents office space and related services. Thus, it may not be subject to any special
sharing economy-related regulation. However, it faces stiff competition from domestic
companies like and Chinese unicorn UrWork, which changed its name to Ucommune after
WeWork sued for trademark infringement.83
Airbnb reports China as its fastest-growing “outbound” market due to the huge number of
Chinese travelers booking rentals abroad.84 Within China, reports estimate that Airbnb now
offers 150,000 units.85 As of March 2017, its Chinese subsidiary, Airbnb China, had introduced
Airbnb’s “Trips” travel-service platform in Shanghai and announced plans to triple its staff in
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China and double its in-country investment.86 Yet, it also faces competition from rapidly
growing domestic companies. These include Tujia, which raised another $300 million in October
2017, at which time it offered 345 destinations in China, and more than 1,000 overseas through
foreign partnerships, for a total 650,000 listings;87 and Xiaozhu, which was estimating up to
300,000 by the end of 2017 after raising $120 million88 and is likewise establishing foreign
operations.
Whether or not foreign competition will be allowed to continue their forays into this new
business environment remains unclear. However, recent policy documents89 and leader
statements,90 as well as foreign company presence in the CSEC, suggest that China will permit,
and perhaps even encourage, some degree of foreign participation to promote innovation in
China’s sharing economy.
Only time will tell whether the Chinese government will fulfill the promise of designing
tolerant, prudent, and collaborative regulation that allows the sharing economy to flourish. In
some cases, local governments around China have imposed even stricter requirements on sharing
economy participants than for traditional competitors, such as for cars being used to provide
shared transportation. Car-hailing and bike-sharing are encountering some restrictions on growth,
home-cooked meals sharing is being reined in on food safety grounds, and the question of
government requirements for data-sharing by platform companies remain to be clarified.
Nonetheless, China’s sharing economy appears to be adapting to new regulation both at home
and abroad and continues to thrive. Ideally, further innovations in the sharing economy will
continue to prompt regulatory innovation and flexibility for both the traditional and the new
Chinese economies.
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